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ISOFLUID PLUS EARLOOP
MASK
CROSSTEX

The Isofluid Plus Earloop
mask has a fluid resistant
outer layer and white
hypoallergenic inner cellulose layer. The mask also
consists of an extra-long aluminum nose piece and
extra soft material that will not lint, tear or shred. 

50/Box
3413146   Blue [GPLUSBL]
3413148   Pink [GPLUSPK]
3413149   Kaleidoscope [GPLUSKA]

ISOFLUID SECUREFIT
EARLOOP MASK
CROSSTEX

Isofluid Earloop w/SecureFit
has a patent pending design
that creates a tight, custom
fit for enhanced facial
protection. There is a fluid resistant outer layer and
a white, facial tissue inner layer. The mask includes
an extra-long, aluminum nose piece. 

50/Box
3413162    Blue [GCIBLSF]
3413164    Pink [GCIPKSF]
3413163    Lavender [GCILVSF]

ISOFLUID FOGFREE
EARLOOP WITH SECUREFIT
TECHNOLOGY
CROSSTEX

Isofluid FogFree Earloop
with SecureFit Technology
face masks are proven to
provide up to 3 times more filtration, fluid and
aerosol protection. ASTM Level 1 masks are ideal
for procedures where low amounts of fluid, spray
or aerosols are produced. 

40/Box
3413176 Blue [GCICXBSF]

ISOFLUID FOGFREE
EARLOOP MASK - CONTINUED

3413316    Sapphire [GCICXS]
3413318    Turquoise [GCICXT]
3413322    Topaz [GCICXZ]

ISOLATOR PLUS MASK
CROSSTEX

Indicated for use when
treating patients with
airborne diseases such as

TB or infuenza. The Isolator Plus meets EN 149:
2001 FFP2 NR, and is NIOSH approved. The masks
are also resistant to the penetration of synthetic
blood. 

28/Box
3413310   White/Blue [GPRN95] 

LE PETIT MASQUE
CROSSTEX

The pink Le Petit
Masque fits smaller
faces. The mask is
three-quarters of an
inch shorter than
standard masks to help eliminate gapping and
provide a more comfortable, protective fit for
smaller faces. And, when you select this Priority
Pink product, Crosstex will donate a full 5% of the
proceeds to Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center in support of breast and reproductive
cancer research. 

50/Box
3413190    Pink [GCAPTPK]

ISOLITE EARLOOP MASK
CROSSTEX

The Isolite Earloop
Mask is ideal as a
simple physical barrier
for exams, isolation and
visitations or for dry,
short procedures that do not produce fluid, spray
or aerosols. The mask consists of an outer facial
tissue layer and white facial tissue inner layer. The
latex free earloops are designed for sensitive skin. 

50/Box
3413300 Blue [GCLBL]
3413305 Pink [GCLPK]

LITE ONE PROCEDURE MASK
KIMBERLY-CLARK 

The Lite One Procedure masks
are white, pleat-style masks with
an earloop design. They contain 
a protective three-layer
construction. 

50/Box
9329684 White [62356]

PROCEDURAL EARLOOP
MASK
CROSSTEX

The Procedural Earloop face
mask is a fluid-resistant ASTM
Level 2 mask. The pleated

fabric meets the EN 14683 Rating - Type IIR
Standard. 

50/Box
3413120    Blue [GCPBL]
3413122    Yellow [GCPYE]
3413124    Pink [GCPPK]
3413125    Lavender [GCPLV]

Bulk Pack, 100/Box
3413119     Blue [GCPBL100]

PROCEDURE MASK
KIMBERLY-CLARK

The Procedure masks provide high
filtration at 98% of particles. The
masks consist of a breathable,
tissue-light, nonwoven fabric and
sift woven earloop bands to assure
long-wearing comfort. 

50/Box
9900190  Blue [47080]
9900192   Yellow [47117]
9900194  Pink [47095]
9900196  Green [47085]

Fog-Free, Blue, 50/Box
9900197   Blue [62362]

REPEL FACE MASK
CRANBERRY

Cranberry Repel Face Mask with Hydroguard
provides superior fluid resistance and 4-ply layers
of protection. Unique outside in loop wrap and the
revolutionary CoolSilk lint-free inner ensures
secure and comfortable protection.

50/Box
9539093  Gold [R2960G]
9539094  Silver [R2960SI]
9539095  Sapphire [R2960SA]
                
Anti-Fog, 50/Box
9539098  Sapphire [R2970SA]
9539099  Silver [R2970SI]

S3 ACE MASK
CRANBERRY

The water-active skin
care ingredients are
designed to
disassociate and
naturally moisturize
and nourish your skin
through internal air circulation created by the
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